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III. CATALOG DESCRIPfION

Continued study and use of Adobe InDesign for print; advanced typesetting, creating and

applying grids in single and multi-page documents, in-depth use of master pages and styles,

tables, transparency, books, imposition, preflight, packaging, and output.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES

Upon completion of this course the student will be able to:

A. Construct complex single- and multiple-page documents containing text and images.

B. Assemble and apply layout standards such as master pages and templates.

C. Create and use styles including paragraph and character styles, nested styles,

object styles, and table styles.

D. Format copy using fine typesetting practices with OpenType.

E. Create forms using tables, tabs, and paragraph rules.

F. Edit and apply spot and process colors to documents, and generate separated output.

H. Import and create objects and images.

I. Create and use a flexible, multi-page publication grid.
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J. Arrange page sequencing for imposition and custom layouts.
K. Assemble chapters to create a book.
L. Apply transparency and other effects to type and objects.
M. Preflight and package files for output.

V. CONTENT

A. Document construction
1. Review basics for single and multi-page documents

a. Basic importing and formatting text
b. Paragraph formats and tabs
c. Importing graphics
d. Applying color to text and objects

B. Layout Standards for creating multi-page documents
1. Master pages

a. Multiple master pages
b. Parent-child relationships between master pages
c. Editing master pages
d. Controlling overrides on document pages

2. Templates
a. Using existing templates
b. Creating templates

3. Libraries
a. Creating
b. Organizing files in libraries
c. Saving and sharing with other users

4. Snippets; creating and sharing
C. Styles

1. Creating and applying paragraph and character styles
a. Based-on styles (parent-child relationships)
b. Sequential Styles
c. Nested Styles

2. Creating and applying object styles
3. Using Quick Apply to assign styles

D. Advanced Typesetting
1. Standards and terms for setting type
2. Hyphenation and justification values
3. Adobe Paragraph Composer
4. Use of Open Type fonts
5. Custom Glyph Sets
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E. Tables and Tabs
1. Creating tables
2. Importing tables from other applications
3. Converting text to tables
4. Creating and applying table and cell styles
5. Tabs numbered and bulleted lists

F. Color
1. Spot vs. process color
2. Embedded color
3. Color separation
4. Color output
5. Color management

G. Object Manipulation
1. Grouping objects
2. Nesting objects
3. Creating Inline frames
4. Anchoring objects
5. Text wrap around objects
6. Object Styles

H. Images
1. File formats
2. Link panel

a. Linking images
b. Embedding images

I. Grid development and usage
1. Single-column, consistent grids
2. Multi-column, flexible grids

J. Custom Layouts
1. Brochures
2. Island spreads
3. Folding allowances and bindery issues

K. Imposition
1. Printers spread and readers spreads
2. Imposing for work and turn or work and tumble
6. Sections
7. Print Booklet
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L. Multi-document projects (books) and long documents
1. Chapters
2. Table of Contents
3. Indexes
4. Synchronizing styles
5. Consecutive page numbering
6. Variable text

M. Transparency and other effects
1. Applying to frame, content or background
2. Feathering, drop shadow, gradient feather, emboss, bevel
3. Importing transparency
4. Restrictions and practices for using transparency

N. Output
1. Preflighting the document
2. Packaging the document
3. Transparency flattening and presets
4. Exporting pdf and eps files

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments
1. Out-of-class reading assignments from the textbook and support materials.
2. Weekly hands-on exercises such as producing forms, brochures, pamphlets, sections of

catalogues, chapters of books, spreads of magazines and other multi-page publications,
requiring a I-to-2 ratio of in and out-of-class work.

3. Final creative project integrating page layout skills, fine typesetting skills, and image
usage to create a multi-page complex document including tables, grids, and color output,
requiring a I-to-2 ratio of in and out-of-class work.

B. Evaluation
1. Quizzes that measure understanding of course learning outcomes, such as detecting

problems with transparency used incorrectly in a file, creating and using styles correctly
in a test file, setting-up master pages with a parent-child relationship, etc.

2. In-class exercises and homework assignments that measure the student's ability to
understand, describe, and apply concepts covered in the course such as create a multi
page document using a template, master pages, styles and other layout standards, create
and apply color to text and objects, correctly package a complex file for printing.
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3. Final comprehensive project involving research, design, and production of process-color
8-16 page mock annual report. Student must create and implement a flexible grid system
that accommodates content, including image, text and numerical data. Project must

demonstrate an understanding of typographic and layout conventions as well as
professional-level use of application in creating document.

C. Textbooks and other materials
1. Textbook such as: Gruman, Galen; Adobe InDesign CS3 Bible. Hoboken, NJ; Wiley

Publishing 2007.
2. Instructor-generated exercises and materials.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION

CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002 (a)).
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